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100 Years of Bonneville

the seats were staggered.
Relying on riding mechanic Domenich Basso, a young Italian immigrant from Los Angeles, Tetzlaff praised his expertise with a wrench,
calling him “one of the shrewdest and deepest mechanics the game
ever knew.”
This was the team who carved the inaugural speed niche into the
ancient Bonneville lake bed only to be robbed of their glory by the
same bombastic political wrangler who arranged the very time trails
he would destroy almost immediately – “Big” Bill Rishel.
At the time, Utah was a heavy cross to bear among transcontinental
motorists. The principal obstacle diverting cross-country auto travel
was Utah’s great West Desert with its treacherous and endless mud
and salt flats. Most travelers opted for a less perilous southern or
northern route, skirting Salt Lake City altogether.
When the Lincoln Highway Association same along in 1912 with the
grand, noble plan for a continuous gravel road from New York to San
Francisco, Rishel was certain his “Wendover cutoff” option made
more sense than the southern route planned and dreamed up a race
on the salt beds as way to show off the possible thoroughfare.
Rishel, a former bicycle racer turned newspaper columnist, also
convinced the Western Pacific Rail Road to deliver the Moross’ barnstorming troupe to the salt beds free of charge by selling 150 seats
on a special excursion train to witness the record
attempt. He would also act as the American
Automobile Association (AAA) official observer,
making any new records legitimate.
Ads to sell the train seats appeared in the local
Salt Lake area papers proclaiming:
“A hair-raising, thrilling, soul-gripping speed
contest. This run is not phony -- everything is
square, honest and above board. Bring your own
watches and check up on the official timers!”
On a test run, the day before the big event,
Tetzlaff and Basso were nearly burned to death
when a fuel pipe ruptured and the huge single
carburetor caught fire sending thick, choking
smoke billowing into the cockpit. Neither wore
protective gear. Tetzlaff quickly cut the ignition
and quick-thinking Basso used the shut-off valve
to extinguish the blaze.
The next morning, Wednesday August 12, after
swapping the rear drive sprockets for a set of
slightly larger ones to give the drive chains a 1-to1 ratio at the rear wheels, Tetzlaff headed onto the
course, quickly gaining speed as he changed up
into second. The engine seemed to run easier as
he pressed harder on the throttle. Pushing the
lever forward, hard into third, the Benz came alive
as every nut, bolt and metal panel hummed and vibrated with energy.
Mechanic Basso, furiously working the hand pumps to keep the fuel
tanks pressurized, dropped down below the cowl onto the floorboards to decrease wind resistance. Tetzlaff, his hands firmly gripping
the big rattling steering wheel, crouched as low and forward in the
seat as he dared.
Then the front wheels and axle began to dance and wave, momentarily startling Tetzlaff, but he was only a few hundred feet from the
first flagman, and dropped the Benz into high gear, engine screaming
wide open.
In the blink of an eye, the mighty racer hurled past the first flagman,
and before anyone realized, it was past the second flagman and exiting the course.
The car seemed to be flying effortlessly on the surface of the snowwhite salt. Pure forward motion followed by the slightest spray of
trailing salt. The official timers quickly huddled, and watches from
both ends of the course were checked.

Wendover, Utah was little than water whistle stop in 1914 when the Ernie Morass
barnstorming motorcar car show blew onto the flats at Salduro. The “crowd” was
there to witness speed-breaking history.

The Special excursion train of the Denver and Rio Grande RR stopped at Salduro.
Circle inset, Teddy Tetzlaff (l) and Domenich Basso in the Blitzen Benz. Lower inset,
Timing began with the wave of a flag and click of stopwatch. Accuracy? Who knows.

The high spot in the
background photo is
“Tetzlaff Peak”
named after the first
man to race on the
flats in August 1914.
Inset: (left to right)
Riding mechanic
Domenich Basso,
Driver Teddy Tetzlaff,
Utah Gov. Spry.
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As Tetzlaff and Basso returned from the lower end of the
course, Moross megaphoned the results to the waiting throng.
Twelve and three-fifths seconds for the half-mile, or 25 and onefifth seconds for the mile for a speed of 142.85 MPH. By everyone’s reckoning one-fifth of a second had been shaved off the
record that had stood unchallenged for three years.
Tetzlaff told the assembled reporters,
“If a meet is ever held here with electrical timing, every record
now held will be shattered. A man doesn’t know how fast he is
going. On every other course in existence there is something to
judge speed by — here there is absolutely none. When a man
gets to tearing down a track with trees, fences and houses on
both sides he will cut her down when she gets up near the two
mile a minute mark, because he knows he is going at a dangerous rate of speed. Here there is nothing to tell him but the rush
of the wind whether he is going 90 or 150 miles an hour. It’s the

psychology of the thing that will break the records.”
The following day harsh reality struck. The local newspaper challenged Rishel’s assertion that the mile-record had fallen, calling the claim erroneous because simply doubling the half-mile time and calling it a mile, when a mile had not been timed, was
fraudulent. AAA agreed and revoked the sanction when Rishel refused to apologize for
the euphoric claim.
The scandal that ensued made the salt flats a place to be shunned for another 21
years. Not even beloved Mormon racecar driver Ab Jenkins could wipe away the stink
and it wasn’t until he convinced the British to “invade” that world marks began to
topple on the flats with regularity.
What gnaws at this historian is the thought that if Rishel had behaved himself and
played fair, the ½-mile record would have been officially recognized and then perhaps
Frank Lockhart would have never bothered with deadly Daytona Beach and instead
found lasting glory at Bonneville. Lockhart would have punched up speeds so far and
fast that Malcolm Campbell might have jolly well stayed home.

SHIFTING CENTURIES
A century has passed since Tetzlaff, the original “salt virgin” christened the flats with motoring daring-do. Heralding in the second
century this Speed Week will see another salt virgin, teenager Kaylin
Stewart, chase down a 219 MPH land speed record in Class B blown
modified pick-up.
Our Bonneville rookie will be driving a record-setting Dodge Ram
Pickup owned by Danny and Wayne Jesel. Yes, those clever valve
train guys. In doing so, she hopes to earn a life membership in the
Bonneville 200 MPH Club and become the 24th female member
since the club’s inception in 1952.
A tall order for anyone, let alone for one so young and inexperienced. Or is she?
Until she turned 16 this past July, five-foot nine-inch Stewart had to
train with her father, Tom, in the passenger seat because she only
held a learner’s permit. Dad, 55, and younger brother Riley, 11, set
up cones on the El Mirage Dry Lake and after her seventh pass in the
family Hyundai Sonata with Riley in the back seat, dad gave Kaylin the
“all-clear” for 100 MPH.
“I had to get off the throttle
“I had to get off the
because I was running out of race
throttle because I was track,” said the spunky teen, who
has been attending LSR events
running out of race
infancy and has the pictures
track,” said the spunky since
to prove it. “It’s just as important
teen, who has been
to practice slowing down and turning off the race course safely as it
attending LSR events
is to go fast. I was focused on staysince infancy and has
ing safe, straight and oriented
the pictures to prove it. and didn’t pay much attention to
the speed.”
Now before any of you get your undies in a bunch aboutparental
irresponsibility, educate yourself about why this is exactly the
opposite.
“Kaylin is lucky to have so many qualified racers help her,” said her
220 MPH record holder dad, “Thinking about my first pass of 124
MPH, I wish someone had brought me here in street car.”
With a daughter whose mind is set to drive racecars, the Stewarts
firmly believe it is better to help and guide, than deter her.
“We can keep things under our control for at least the next two
years,” continued her father.“We are in the safest position you can be
– the car owner, the crew, the sanctioning body officials and lots of
racers support Kaylin. There are only three Bonneville cars I would let
her drive and Wayne’s truck is two of them.”
Mother Jessica, 45, noted that when Kaylin announced she had
snagged the truck ride that it was not so much of a surprise as it
was inevitable.

“We are surrounding her with a safety bubble of competent racing people. I
trust all of them to keep her safe,” said Jessica. “She has earned my trust that
she will do the right thing at the right time. My job as a parent is to raise kids
who won’t need me.”
By the time your eyeballs
reach this page Kaylin will
also have completed a threeday
intense
Advanced
Teenage Driving Course at
the Bob Bondurant School of
High Performance Driving.
I’m of the opinion that this
course is the best gift any
parent can give to their child
before they give them the
keys to anything else. Let’s
face it, how many parents
can teach controlled skids,
spins and autocross skills that
will serve their children for a
Kaylin Stewart gets fitted into the Jesel pickup at
driving lifetime?
the race shop in Momooresville, NC, as preparaKart racing is another tool
tion for record attempts on the Bonneville Salt
the Stewarts are using to
Flats. She earned her driving license in July, just
acquaint their daughter with
after her 16th birthday, but has been preparing
for this chance her whole life.
the virtues of power-toweight ratios. By running laps
with well-used tires that induce early control loss and allow easier spin-out
easier she has learned the value of counter steering.
“I can feel the beginning of spin and am learning to make small corrections to
stay on the racing line,” Kaylin said.
Her dad knows seat time is critical to helping her develop a keen sense of
vehicle dynamics; he is glad she is spinning off the go-kart track so she will learn
what causes it and – hopefully – not spinout at Bonneville.
“Concentrate on what the seat is telling your butt,” he tells her. A new twist
for father-daughter dances.
“If she has that sensation in the Jesel truck she will be ready to make good
decisions, to stay out of trouble,” he said.
Mom watched Kaylin wind up in the bushes quite often when she first started
and now sees a marked improvement in her level of control and a blossoming
of confidence.
“Racing has been my husband’s passion and now he is inspiring our daughter,” Jessica said with loving reverence. “This is her life, her choices. It is important to me to follow my kid’s lead, to help them find their path.”
Kaylin visited Jesel’s Mooresville, North Carolina shop to work on the truck
and get treated to a custom seat pour by the Simpson Safety staff, as well as
pick-up a pink helmet.
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“My job was to peel off the old
wrap and practice bail-outs in the
dark after the crew covered the
truck with moving blankets,”
explained the high school sophomore. “That’s where it began to feel
real, there was fear, but it melted
away as I practiced getting out and
learned where everything was without being able to see it.”
Healthy fear folks, not paralyzing
fear – in other words: respect. You
might agree that Kaylin is already a
better driver than some adults with
years behind the wheel. She is listening to advice, discerning what
that advice means to her high-speed
adventure and how to apply it.
Her long-time SCTA-BNI technical
inspector dad gave her the A-OK on
the bail-out procedure. Chew on
that one for a moment. How many
fathers on the planet officiate over
Future land speed racer Kaylin
their daughter’s skill level to bailStewart hugs little brother Riley posout of a race vehicle?
ing in front of the nose section of Earl
Wooden’s #65 streamliner in 2006.
“If it were not that way, with Tom
Wooden would later sell the car to
involved, I wouldn’t want her to do
Charles Nearburg.
it,” said Kaylin’s mom. “I watched
Tom do all of this when he started
racing, so I am comfortable and relived he is so involved, no one will protect her more than he will.”
Papa Stewart wants his kid to have access to things he never did. There
was no one to coach him when he got into the sport more than a decade
ago. As his day job is a nuclear powerplant maintenance instructor the guy
is used to teaching people.
“This is something I can do for my daughter,” the grateful father said of
his firstborn, who demonstrates an uncanny ease about living life near the
happy edge, “Kaylin realizes she has been given a very special gift and we
want to help her make the most of it. Ever since she was a small child she
has been out in front of things. She engages anyone in conversation and
loves public speaking.”
Wayne Jesel met Kaylin through her father while attending the 2012 Dry
Lakes Racing Hall of Fame Awards Ceremony in California. The pair struck
up a conversation and before the event ended she had volunteered to be
part of the crew for the upcoming Speed Week.
Up and ready every day before dawn, Kaylin did whatever the Jesel racing team asked her to do all week. OK, that counts for big “atta girl”
points, but let her drive the race truck?
“I don’t have any children of my own,” said Jesel. “You don’t find that
many smart, motivated, ambitious females in motorsport and I am all for it.
Kaylin Stewart helps
out in 2006 as junior
crew on Earl Wooden
#65 “An American
Hot Rod” streamliner.
Dad Tom was also
part of Wooden’s
crew.

It’s great to be involved with helping her become the youngest member of
the 2Club. This is not a ‘rent-a-truck,’ everyone who has driven has helped
us out— in small and in large ways.”
Jimmy Barton set and currently holds the record in the pickup powered
by a twin-turbocharged 385 cubic-inch V8 producing 2,100hp. Jesel calculated that only 1,200hp will be required to the retire 219 record and has
set-up the engine with a fixed boost rate.
“We are making it comfortable,” he explained, “We are giving Kaylin the
tools but it will be up to her to operate everything properly to achieve the
goal.”
Mated with a five-speed manual transmission, its gears are changed by
pressing a button on the steering wheel that discharges a pressurized air
pulse to stimulate electromechanical actuation within the gearbox.
“The team has faith in me and in the truck,” Kaylin said. “I really think I

It’s generational racing with this group, spanning more than 75 years of land
speed racers at Spedweek in 2006. Back Row, L-R: Tom Stewart, Ed “Isky”
Iskenderian, Earl Wooden. Front Row: Riley Stewart, Kaylin Stewart.

can do this. Jimmy told me he had gotten too comfortable in the seat and
was glad someone else was driving this year.”
If your eyebrows haven’t yet been raised reading this exuberant salt tale,
this ought to do it:
“Kaylin, do you want me to be in the push truck or the safety truck when
you drive at Bonneville?” asked Dad as though he was taking her ice cream
cone order.
“The push-truck, dad, I’ll feel safer if you buckle me into the safety harness,” replied the mission-oriented teen.
There is no shortage of people who tell the Stewarts they are crazy for
letting their kid drive a race vehicle.
“Kaylin has talked about racing her entire life,” said Jessica. “She will be
better prepared for life than 90 percent of her classmates. Her need to
interact with the world came early. We taught her sign language to communicate things she wanted. Kaylin was talking in full sentences by the
time she was a year old.”
This from a woman who, 17 years ago, nonchalantly says to her husband
as she buckled him into his racecar prior to a warm-up run that she was
pregnant with Kaylin. Tom replied, “I gotta go drive now, but I want to talk
to you about this after the run.” And off he went. Kaylin was in her car seat
of a race push truck 10 months later.
Younger brother, Riley, 11, is not as jealous as you might think; he just
nailed the vocal lead of Captain Jake in the new Disney animation series
“Jake and the Neverland Pirates.”
Oh, and when you meet Kaylin, be sure to ask about the documentary
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Kaylin Stewart poses in
front of the Jesel modified pickup at
Speedweek 2013. She
was working as a full
member of the crew, top
prove to the team and
her parents that she was
worthy of a future driving chance.

she started filming when she was 15, about the women of the Bonneville
200MPH Club. (Find out more about this documentary at chasing200.com)
This brave youngster will have done all this before she can drive herself
to high school. I don’t really care if she gets a record or not. Yes, for
Kaylin, it will of course be spectacular. However, for most of us out here,
watching her, it is a blessing just to witness such a magnificent journey.
She makes me feel young again, so incredibly full of tomorrows.
Note: Photojournalist Louise Ann Noeth is the authoress of the critically
acclaimed book “Bonneville: The Fastest Place on Earth.” A massive
update is underway to chronicle the first century of speed on the salt. A
noted expert on the sport of land speed racing, she consults for industry,
government and media on a variety of levels and disciplines. For more
on her fast self go to www.landspeedproductions.biz

CHARLES NEARBURG

Let’s face it, how many parents can teach controlled skids, spins and autocross skills that will serve them a driving lifetime?
Charles Nearburg, the guy who unseated the Summers Brother decades-long
Goldenrod record driving his Spirit of Rett streamliner weighed in:
“If energy, ambition, hard work, talent, and intelligence, not to mention charisma, have anything to do with it, Kaylin Stewart will be the youngest 200 MPH
Club member ever. I first met the talented Stewart kids, Kaylin and Riley, when
they arrived at Bonneville with their mom and dad. They came to Bonneville to
help us run the Spirit of Rett for the first time in 2007. This is a talented speed
racing family if ever there was one. It has always been great fun having these
respectful, humble, and energetic kids around the paddock.”
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